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Abstract—In this paper, we consider a wireless sensor network
where only a part of the sensors in the network generate
measurement data and have interest in the aggregation output.
However, in order to maintain connectivity of the sensors involved
in the application, namely application-member sensors, other so
called non-application-member sensors, have to participate in
the communications to assist in the message exchanges in the
network. On the one hand, the application-member sensors have
the objective of a fast convergence, i.e., only a small number
of communications should be performed until all measurement
data are aggregated at application-member sensors. On the
other hand, only few non-application-member sensors should
participate in the communications and only a small number of
communications should be carried out by those who participate
in. We propose a refined randomized gossip protocol based on
our previous work to address the two mentioned problems. The
results show that with the proposed approach the number of
involved non-application-member sensors as well as the number
of communications performed by the involved non-applicationmember sensors are both significantly reduced compared to the
approach in our previous work.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Sensors in Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) are capable of
measuring vast types of data, which could be of interest to different applications. There are situations where not all sensors
in the network are needed to participate in the application, e.g.,
a sensor network runs multiple applications [1] [2] [3]. In this
case, one application may only require the support of part of
the sensors in the network. There are various dependencies to
choose sensors for an application, e.g., based on the location
information of the sensors telling whether they are near to
phenomenon hotspots, on the result of slicing algorithm or on
the remaining energy of a sensor, etc.
This paper considers one application running in a WSN
in which only a subset of sensors are participating, namely
application-member sensors. They generate measurement data
and aim at aggregating measurement data from all sensors
who are also involved in the same application. It is possible that these application-member sensors cannot directly
communicate with each other, hence sensors who are not
involved in the applications, namely, non-application-member
sensors, are obliged to assist in the communications to enable
successful data aggregations among the application-member
sensors. Since all application-member sensors have interest
in the aggregation output, randomized gossip is chosen as a
reasonable candidate communication protocol.

Randomized gossip is known as a communication paradigm
which enables sensors in WSNs to perform aggregations
without specifying a central control node [4] [5] [6]. Without
the central control unit, aggregations in the network are based
on local communications which are randomly initialized by
sensors. However, for most randomized gossip algorithms,
aggregating all data at all sensors requires a large number
of communications due to the randomness and redundant
message transmissions. In our previous works [7], [8] and
[9], we introduced indicating headers (IH) to randomized
gossip in wireless sensor networks to reduce the number of
communications.
The contribution of this paper is to introduce a refined randomized gossip protocol applied to WSNs where only a part
of the sensors in the network are involved in one application
and the output of a divisible function should be known to the
involved sensors. The refined randomized gossip categorizes
six different scenarios together with different protocols to
reduce the number of communications performed by nonapplication-member sensors and to decrease the number of
involved non-application-member sensors.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, we show the network model. In Section III, the
idea of indicating headers for randomized gossip is shortly
reviewed. In Section IV, we introduce the refined randomized
gossip protocol which works on WSNs with only a subset
of sensors being application-member sensors. Section V discusses the simulation results and the conclusion is given in
Section VI.
II. N ETWORK M ODEL
Let V = {v1 , v2 , · · · , vN } denote the set of sensors in
the WSN consisting of N sensors. Each sensor is associated
with a unique ID. All sensors in the network are assumed
to be homogeneous such that a sensor can only be identified
by its ID. There are two types of sensors in the WSN, the
application-member sensors which are denoted by VA ⊂ V
and the non-application-member sensors which are denoted
by VK = V \ VA . We assume that the application-member
sensors generate measurements and perform computations to
them, communicate and store the computation output and
have interests in the aggregation output. The non-applicationmember sensors are not involved in the application, therefore
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they should save its energy by only assisting the communications between the application-member sensors. We assume
all sensors in V to have the same communication range d.
The connectivity of the network is guaranteed by a lower
bound of d which yields the second smallest eigenvalue of
the Laplacian matrix of the network to be greater than 0
[10]. Let Ni denote the set of neighbor sensors which fall
in the communication range of sensor vi and have direct
connections to vi . Furthermore, NiA denotes the applicationmember neighbors of sensor vi and NiK the non-applicationmember neighbors. A static WSN is assumed in this paper
such that during the lifetime of the network, the neighbor
sensors Ni of every vi remain constant.
In this paper, the term data is used to indicate the information generated at sensors by measurement. Let si denote
the data that sensor vi ∈ VA generates and let the set
S = {si |vi ∈ VA } denote the collection of all data from
the application-member sensors in the network. There are
two objectives for the WSN to achieve in this paper. The
first is to compute a function whose parameters are the data
of all application-member sensors. The second is to let all
application-member sensors know the output of the function.
Sensors communicate the aggregated data which is the output
of functions corresponding to the application that is running
in the WSN. Throughout this paper, we consider a type of
functions called divisible functions which can be calculated in
divide-and-conquer manner [11].
We use the term message to indicate the function output
(aggregated data). One message communication between two
sensors is defined as a successful communication between the
transmitting and receiving sensor.
III.

INDICATING HEADER

An indicating header (IH) is a fixed length bit sequence
paired with each message that is generated at sensors. For a
WSN with N sensors, the IH of a message has N bits. The
IH of the current message at sensor vi is denoted by Ii . If
the current message of vi has aggregated the data generated at
sensor vj , j = 1, 2, · · · , N , the j-th bit in Ii , Ii (j) is marked
1, otherwise 0. An invertible function Θ is defined to map the
data set Si of vi to Ii with Ii = Θ(Si ) and Si = Θ−1 (Ii ).
In [7], before sensor vi transmits its actual message to other
sensors, it firstly transmits IH Ii . The message will only be
transmitted if at least one of its neighbor sensors Ni sends
feedback to indicate that Si = Θ−1 (Ii ) contains new data
in comparison to its own data set. In [7], it is shown that
introducing IH to the randomized gossip protocol can reduce
the number of message communications when the network
achieve convergence in comparison to the randomized gossip
protocol where no IH is utilized.
IV. R EFINED

RANDOMIZED GOSSIP PROTOCOL

Let VB ⊆ VK denote the non-application-member sensors
which assist in the message communications. Let NA , NK and
NB denote the number of sensors in VA , VK and VB , respectively. The ratio of NA /N is denoted by ηA , i.e., the number

of application-member sensors to the total number of sensors.
Furthermore, let TA and TB denote the number of message
communications of sensors in VA and VB until the two
objectives mentioned in Section II are achieved, respectively,
where T = TA + TB is the total number of communications. It
should be considered in the refined randomized gossip protocol
that on the one hand, TA should be small such that the
application-member sensors can quickly have the computation
output, on the other hand, NB and TB should also be small
such that there are only few non-application-member sensors
assisting in the communications performing only few number
of communications. In this paper, we assume that the nonapplication-member sensors who assist in the communications
can store IHs of the previously transmitted messages in their
memory [9]. Let ψj denote the number of IHs stored at
v
vj ∈ VB and the set Ψ vj = {Il j |l = 1, 2, · · · , ψj } contains all
the stored IHs at vj . Communications in randomized gossip are
local communications, i.e., between sensors and their neighbor
sensors. In the refined protocol, six scenarios are categorized
based on the type of the sensor which initiates the communications, referred to as center, and the type of its neighbor sensors,
as shown in Fig. 1, where filled circles indicate applicationmember sensors and unfilled circles indicate non-applicationmember sensors.

(a) Scenario 1

(b) Scenario 2

(c) Scenario 3

(d) Scenario 4

(e) Scenario 5

(f) Scenario 6

Fig. 1: Categorization of 6 different communication scenarios.
A. Protocols for scenarios 1, 2 and 3
In Scenario 1, 2 and 3, the center is an application-member
sensor. In Scenario 1 shown in Fig. 1(a), the center as well
as all its neighbor sensors are application-member sensors.
The protocol for this scenario is the same as we proposed in
[9]. In Scenario 2, the center is an application-member sensor,
the neighbor sensors consist of both application-member and
non-application-member sensors. The center firstly interacts
with its application-member neighbor sensors according to
[9]. It interacts with its non-application-member neighbor
sensors by broadcasting a request to all its non-applicationmember neighbor sensors asking them to assist in the mes-

sage communications only when the IHs of all applicationmember sensors are the same, i.e., the data contained in their
messages are the same. In Scenario 3, the center has only
non-application-member neighbor sensors. When the center
initiates the communication, it only broadcasts a request to
its non-application-member neighbor sensors. The request is
handled by non-application-member sensors as one of the
triggers to initiate the communication when they wake up as
the center, the details will be clarified in scenarios 4 to 6.
B. Agency and feedback
We introduce the concept of agency to describe the interaction between application-member sensors and non-applicationmember sensors and the concept of feedback to categorize
the different interactions. These two concepts help to describe
the protocols of scenarios 4, 5 and 6. Since sensors in VB
do not generate messages themselves, all the messages they
transmit are received from other sensors. In order to reduce
TB for the non-application-member sensors vi ∈ VB who
have application-member neighbor sensors, i.e., NiA 6= φ,
the times that vi ∈ VB receives messages from NiA should
be reduced. To do so, we introduce the term agency which
uses the assumption of a static network. Intuitively, a nonapplication-member sensor is an agency when it has no
message but have an IH which is the same to the IH of its
application-member neighbor sensors. An agency represents
its application-member neighbor sensors to interact with other
non application-member sensors. Let mi denote the message at
sensor vi and mi = φ indicates that sensor vi has no message.
A sensor vi ∈ VB is set as an agency of NiA , denoted by
αi = 1, under three conditions 1) mi = φ, 2) NiA 6= φ
and 3) IHs of all sensors in NiA are the same. If there is a
condition not being fulfilled, the parameter αi is set to be 0.
An agency vi has no message, however, it has an IH Ii equal
to the IH of its application-member sensors, i.e., Ii = Ij for
arbitrary vj ∈ NiA . In the protocols of scenarios 4 to 6, if
a non-application-member sensor vi ∈ VB is not an agency
αi = 0 nor has a message mi = φ, we set its IH being null,
i.e., Ii = 0.
The interaction between non-application-member sensors
and their neighbor sensors are based on the feedbacks. If a
non-application-member sensors vi ∈ VB has an IH Ii 6= 0,
i.e., vi has a message mi 6= φ or vi is an agency αi = 1, it
broadcasts its IH Ii to its neighbors sensors. A neighbor sensor
vj ∈ Ni sends feedbacks to vi by comparing the received Ii
with its own IH using the function r. The function r takes two
IHs Ii and Ij as parameters to enumerate the relations between
the corresponding data sets Si = Θ−1 (Ii ) and Sj = Θ−1 (Ij )
such that 1
1
for Si = Sj


2
for Si ⊃ Sj
r(Ii , Ij ) =

for Si ⊂ Sj

3
4
for all else .
1 A ⊂ B means A is a subset of B, A ⊃ B means A is a superset of B,
A ∪ B returns the union of sets A and B.

Furthermore, let εvj denote a function at non-applicationmember neighbor sensor vj ∈ NiK of vi taking Ii as
parameter. Function εvj compares Ii to all the stored IH
Ilvi ∈ Ψ vi at sensor vj telling whether the data set Si at
sensor vi contains new data to the data set Si = Θ−1 (Ilvi ).
If there is new data contained, i.e., r(Ij , Ilvi ) ∈ {2, 4}, the
results of the function is εvj (Ii ) = 1, otherwise, the function
results is εvi (Ij ) = 0. Intuitively, the function result of εvj (Ii )
tells whether the data set Si contains new data that has never
been contained in the data set of the message that sensor vj
has transmitted. This function helps non-application-member
sensors to omit the communications of the messages that the
sensor have transmitted previously. Generally, there are four
types of feedbacks from the neighbor sensor vj to sensor vi :
T1.
T2.
T3.
T4.

if vj ∈ NiA and r(Ii , Ij ) ∈ {2, 4};
if vj ∈ NiK with mi 6= φ and r(Ii , Ij ) = 2;
if αj = 1, r(Ii , Ij ) ∈ {2, 4} and εvj (Ii ) = 1;
if vj ∈ NiK with NjA = φ, mj = φ, Ij = 0 and
εvj (Ii ) = 1.

The T1-feedback is sent to vi by the neighbor sensor vj if vj is
an application-member sensor and the data set Si = Θ−1 (Ii )
contains new data to the current message of sensor vj . If vj
is a non-application-member sensor with message mj 6= φ
and the IH comparison results r(Ii , Ij ) = 2, vj sends T2feedback to vi implying that it can receive the message from
vi and replace its current message with the received one. This
is because a non-application-member sensor does not perform
computation, but it can simply discard the old message and
replace it with the new one. A T3-feedback is sent by an
agency, if it detects new data in Si . A T4-feedback is sent
from a non-application-member sensor which does not have
a message. This feedback type indicates that the sensor can
receive any message as long as εvj (Ii ) = 1 is fulfilled. A
neighbor sensor vj of sensor vi will not send any feedback to
vi if non of the conditions in the four types are fulfilled.
In the description of the protocols, we use → to indicate
the IH transmission and ⇒ for the message transmission. If
on the left hand side of the arrow there is one sensor, e.g.,
vi , and on the right hand side there is one sensor or a set of
sensors, it indicates that vi broadcasts. If on the left hand side
there is a set of sensors and on the right hand side there is one
sensor, e.g., vi , it implies that the set of sensors uses a time
division mode to transmit messages or indicating headers to
vi . If a sensor vi ∈ VA receives a message, let vi ↑ indicate
that vi performs data aggregation with the received messages.
If vi ∈ VB receives a message, vi ↑ indicates that it replaces its
current message with the one it received if mi 6= φ and updates
Ii or simply sets Ii to the same as the IH of the received
message if mi = φ. Furthermore, let Ni 7→ vi denote the
feedback transmission (including not sending any feedback)
from sensors in Ni to vi . As mentioned in Scenario 2 and
3, application-member sensors may send a request to their
non-application-member sensors. Let zi denote the number of
requests received by sensor vi ∈ NB at the time when sensor
vi wakes up.

C. Protocols for scenarios 4, 5 and 6
In Scenarios 4, 5 and 6, the center is a non-applicationmember sensor. When it wakes up, it initiates the communications under certain conditions. In Scenario 4, the center is
vi ∈ VB with NiK = φ. vi initiates the communications when
it wakes up if zi = Ni . The protocol is given in Fig. 2. In
this scenario, after vi receives the IHs from Ni , we use the
algorithm proposed in [9] to find the set P 1 which contains the
data sets with new data and then further find one IH from all
received IHs that contains most new data in the corresponding
data set [9].
1: Ni → vi ;
2: if r(Ij , Ik ) 6= 1 for vj , vk ∈ Ni , vj 6= vk then
3:
vi applies algorithm in [9] to get P 1 ;
4:
vi finds vj such that Θ−1 (Ij ) ∈ P 1 contains most new data
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:

to all other data sets in P 1 ; Ii := Ij ;
vj ⇒ vi ;
vi → Ni ; vi ⇒ Ni ; vj ↑ for vj ∈ Ni ;
Ψ vi := Ψ vi ∪ Ij ; mi := φ; zi := 0;
else
zi := 0;
end if

Fig. 2: Protocol for Scenario 4
In Scenario 5, the center is vi ∈ VB where NiA 6= φ and
6= φ. vi initiates the communications if zi = NiA or
mi 6= φ. In this scenario, if the center vi has a message mi 6=
φ, it broadcasts the message if it receives any T1, T2 or T3
feedbacks. If mi = φ, vi checks whether it is an agency sensor.
If αi = 0, it helps the message communications among NiA
using the protocol in Fig. 2, otherwise it forwards the message
from NiA to sensors in NiK . The protocol is given in Fig. 3.
In Scenario 6, the center is vi ∈ ViB and NiA = φ. In
some situations, it may happen that vi as well as all sensors
in Ni have messages with new data. In this case, the message
exchange is impossible since non-application-member sensors
cannot perform computations. To overcome this situation, the
center vi may use its memory as a stack to store only one
message. Let mSi denote the message in the stack of sensor
vi , if mSi = φ, the stack is free. After the message is stored
in the stack, vi will send a T4-feedback when it receives IH
from other sensors. Therefore, in this scenario, vi initiates the
communications if 1) mi 6= φ or 2) there is message stored in
the stack of vi . The protocol of this scenario is given in Fig.
4.

1: if mi 6= φ then
2:
vi → Ni ;
3:
Ni 7→ vi ;
4:
if vi receives any T1, T2 or T3 feedbacks then
5:
vi ⇒ Ni ; vj ↑ for vj ∈ Ni ;
6:
end if
7:
Ψ vi := Ψ vi ∪ Ii ; mi := φ; zi := 0;
8: else
9:
NiA → vi ;
10:
if r(Ij , Ik ) =
6 1 for vj , vk ∈ NiA , vj 6= vk then
11:
Repeat Protocol for Scenario 4 in Fig. 2.
12:
else
13:
αi := 1
14:
vi → NiK ;
15:
NiK 7→ vi ;
16:
if vi receives any T1, T2 or T3 feedbacks then
17:
vj ⇒ vi , with an arbitrary vj ∈ NiA .
18:
vi ⇒ NiK ; vl ↑ for vl ∈ NiK which sent T1,T2 or T3

feedback;
19:
else
20:
if any T4 feedback from NiK then
21:
vj ⇒ vi , with an arbitrary vj ∈ NiA .
22:
vi randomly chooses one vj which sent T4 feedback;
23:
vi ⇒ vj ; vj ↑;
24:
end if
25:
end if
26:
Ψ vi := Ψ vi ∪ Ii ; mi := φ; zi := 0;
27:
end if
28: end if

Fig. 3: Protocol for Scenario 5

NiK

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:

if mi = φ and mSi 6= φ then
mi := mSi ; mSi := φ; set Ii as the IH of mSi ;
end if
vi → Ni ;
Ni 7→ vi ;
if vi receives no feedback from NiK then
switch mi and mSi ;
else
if vi receives any T2 or T3 feedback then
vi ⇒ NiK ; vj ↑ for vj ∈ NiK which sent T2 or T3
feedback;
Ψ vi = Ψ vi ∪ Ii ; mi := mSi ; mSi := φ; Update Ii ;
else
if vi receives any T4 feedback then
vi randomly choose one vj which sent T4 feedback;
vi ⇒ vj ; vj ↑;
Ψ vi = Ψ vi ∪ Ii ; mi := mSi ; mSi := φ; Update Ii ;
end if
end if
end if

Fig. 4: Protocol for Scenario 6

V. S IMULATIONS
In the simulations, we consider a WSN with N = 100
sensors randomly deployed in a 1000-by-1000 squared area.
The Refined Randomized Gossip (RRG) is compared to the
randomized gossip (RG) considered in [9]. In the RG, the
same sensors as the application-member sensors in the RRG
generate measurement data, the others generate no data. In
contrast to RRG, all non-application-member sensors in the
RG behave like application-member sensors, i.e., using the
protocol defined in Scenario 1. The objectives of RG are

1) to compute the same divisible function as RRG and 2)
to let the application-member sensors know the function
output. For both approaches, the communications stop when
all application-member sensors have the aggregated output
function.
In Fig. 5, we consider the number of communications TA ,
TB and T with respect to the communication range d as
well as the ratio ηA of the application-member sensors in the
network. In Fig. 5a with ηA = 0.2, we vary d which takes
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Fig. 5: (a): Number of communications vs. d. (b): Number of
communications vs. ηA

the value starting from the minimum value (approximately
200) that leads to a connected network to the value with
which all sensors are connected to all the other sensors
(diagonal distance of the squared area). With almost the same
total number T , the number TB of communications for the
non-application-member sensors using RRG are significantly
reduced in comparison to that using RG. However, the price
payed for such improvement is a higher number TA of communications by application-member sensors. When increasing the communication range, a sensor has more neighbor
sensors. Therefore, the probability that application-member
sensors can directly communicate increases. This results in
a decreased number of communications for both applicationmember sensors and non-application-member sensors. The
Fig. 5b compares the number of communications for different
ηA with a fixed d = 270. RRG outperforms RG in terms of the
number of communications TB performed by non-applicationmember sensors. In Fig. 6a and 6b, the number of involved
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Fig. 6: (a): NB vs. d. (b): NB vs. ηA
non-application-member sensors NB is depicted versus d and
the ratio ηA , respectively. The results show the reduction of
the involvement of non-application-member sensors using the
RRG in comparison to the RG protocols.

VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a refined randomized gossip
protocol for wireless sensor networks where only part of the
sensors are involved in the application, i.e. only a subset of the
sensors generates measurement data and is interested in the
function output taking the measurement data as parameters.
Sensors are categorized into application-member sensors and
non-application member sensors depending on their involvement in the application. Non-application-member sensors need
to assist in the communications between application-member
sensors. Our newly proposed refined protocol minimizes the
number of involved non-application-member sensors and the
number of their communications. Depending on the type of
neighbor sensors, communication protocols for six different
scenarios are discussed. Performance evaluations show the
reduction of the number of communications performed by the
non-application-member sensors as well as the number of nonapplication-member sensors that are involved in the proposed
protocols in comparison to the approach where all sensors
communicate with each other as application-member sensors
considered in our previous work.
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